AMBER Bag… (azure and chocolate)
by Batilou

This pattern is free. But please, don’t sell it, and don’t sell what you make with it.

Materials : Yarn A = 140g de Kauni Effekt EP (Amber).
Yarn B= 140g de Kauni Effekt EZ ( Blue).
One US size 2 (3 mm) circular needles or straight needles.
One US size 4 (3,5 mm) circular needles 24”/ 60 cm or 32” / 80 cm
Auxiliary needles
2 markers
Dome Shape Bag Handles (clover) amber (22 cm wide, 20 for the “window)
.
Gauge : 27 sts et 30 rows using size 4 (3,5) needles over Chart 1 = 10 cm
********************
When you cast on, let for each piece a long brand yarn, you will use it to sew the facings in
the same color as you knit.

Front’s and back’s facings : with yarn A and needle size 2 (3 mm) cast on 43 sts., work in st
st for 12 rows. Ending with WS.(next row on RS) Let it an auxiliary needle.
Knit 2 pieces like this.
Side’s facings : with yarn A and needle size 2 (3 mm) cast on 34 sts., work in st st for 12
rows.( Ending with WS, next row on RS). Let it an auxiliary needle.
Knit 2 pieces like this.
Change for size 4 (3,5mm) circular needle.
Bag : with larger needle and yarn A knit the 34 sts from one side, inc 3 sts regulierement
(37 sts), then 43 sts from the front, inc 8 sts (78 mailles), then the 34 sts from the second side,
inc 3 sts (125 mailles),then the 43 sts from the back, inc 8 sts (176 sts).
Place a marker to show the end of the round.
Knit one row : (knit 62 sts, place a marker for the center of the front, knit to the end of the
round.
Chart 1: With the Yarn A and the yarn B knit over the Chart n°1 , begin with the 7 st.
Kit this Chart 2 ½ time. (5 flowers et 25 rows)

Blue ligne: With Yarn A, knit one row.
With yarn B knit one row, purl 2 rows, knit one row

Second part of the bag : with the Yarn A and the Yarn B knit over the Chart 2 inc 60
sts.(one st every 3 sts) = 236 sts. Remove the front center marker.
Chart n°2

Knit 11 rows like this.

Begin the central pattern: Place the Chart 3 in center of the front.The sts before and after the
Chart 3 are still knitted over the Chart 2.
The central st has to be in color B.Choice the blue st just before or after the front marker.
Chart n°3

Knit the 23 rows from the Chart 3 (on the 30 center sts of the front, and over the chart 2 for
the rest of the round.)
Then knit 14 rows over the chart 2.

End of the bag : Bind off 45 sts, knit in pattern the next 72 sts, bind off 47 sts, and knit in
pattern the last 72 sts.
Bind off the back and the front together with 3 needles.

Finishing : Sew the 2 sides on the bottom of the bag, making a fold or not as you want.(I
didn’t)
Sew the side’s facings on the WS.
Put the front’s and back’s facings through the handle and sew it on the WS.
Sew the little side from the front and the back’s facings together with the little side of the
side’s facings

With a yarn’s needle make a stitch (on the right side of the bag) between the first sts of the
front/ back and the first st of the both sides,at the level of the first row knitted in round..
(see the next picture)

To keep your bag in form, you have to sew a lining piece a little bit shorter than the bag..
As you have seen, I don’t write in english every day….but I really hope to be clear in my
translation.If not,please write me an e mail I will help you.

